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A message from the President…
100 years since the birth of Harry Hay (in the town of Worthing on the south coast of England), I think our grand countess
would be super proud of the way his vision of faerie life is manifesting in Europe. Seven years of sanctuary!
We are the crest of the wave, splashing down on the beach of love and spirit, exploring the territories of life that reveal
the fantastic gifts we queer folk bring to human existence. As it gets easier to live as an out gay person, at least in our
pampered part of the world, it sometimes seems that we outsiders are being drawn into the inner circle of 'normality'. But
this is surely only true if we let ourselves be defined by our sexuality. As humanity becomes more relaxed about sexuality
then we find ourselves and our sex lives more accepted. But our sexual activities do not really reveal who we are. Are
you 'normal'?
The way we love reveals who we are, the way we care reveals who we are, the way we create reveals who we are, the
way we celebrate reveals who we are.
The whole world is full of folk tales of the 'in-between' people, the little folk, the magical, mischievous faeries. In my home
town of Stowmarket in the east of England there were newspaper reports in the 18th and 19th centuries telling of sightings
of groups of faeries at play.... around fires, drumming, dancing, brightly dressed or undressed. As soon as they realised
the humans were watching the faeries vanished away.
If we are the resurrection of faerie spirit, it might be time to think what are we going to do when the humans start
watching us, for interest in our magical ways is already growing. Will we choose to disappear and keep our magic for
ourselves in our secret places, or are we ready to come out again.... come out as queers with wings, faggots with magic
wands, dykes who dare to dream, two-spirits who remember..... Will we let the gay masses assume we are just a bunch of
partying queens in the forest, bringing the drugs and disconnect of city gay life with us (as it seems many of them do see
us), or are we ready to reveal our hearts and shine light into theirs?
Let's be out and proud faeries. Let's inject joy, awareness, wisdom and LOVE into the world - it's what we were born for. In
our sanctuaries, in our cities, in our homes, let's let the queer folk know.... in the light of love is how we grow.
SHOKTI

Folleterre Faerie Fire Song

by Mushroom

Chorus
Sitting round the Faerie Fire
At Folletere - at Folleterre
Sitting round the Faerie Fire
On this Magic Land!
With the Singing and Dancing and Drumming, the Strumming
Dressing-up and Dressing-down
And Happy, Happy Days
Sitting in the shadows
Feeling sad and lonely
Aching from the pains of a
Dark and hurtful past
With the coldness of hatred and shame and envy
Swirling all around us like a
Thick black haze

Chorus
Sitting round the Faerie Fire
At Folleterre – at Folleterre
…
Feel the light and warmth
From the inside growing
Glowing like the fire with its
Dancing healing flames
It's the source of love and it's
Burning brighter
Melting down the icy cold of
Dark dark days

Chorus
Sitting round the Faerie Fire
At Folleterre – at Folleterre
…

CLICK HERE
to watch
Cuddleslut
performing
the round

Folleterre Transformations, Faerie Transformations

by Junis

This year Folleterre has completed its first cycle of 7 years. The expected "itch" which disrupts many relationships after such a period stayed away. Instead
there is a renewed interest and commitment to keep contributing to its development from a growing number of faeries, which is especially encouraging as it
comes from a new and younger generation. After a slow first 3 years during which we struggled with financial problems and a dysfunctional house and
hardly any space to renovate we now have entered times with a more positive outlook. Since we are the caretakers of 14 hectares of forest land and a
farmhouse, structured in a foundation with legal and administrative obligations, the faerie movement in Europe has grown significantly. An increasing
number of faeries attend our gatherings and as a result more initiatives are sprouting up. We have almost forgotten the playful times without house and land
ownership responsibilities during those first 10 years of Terschelling gatherings, which took place from 1995 to 2005. What brought us together at that
carefree time was so much more directed towards exploring and discovering our first shaky steps into the faerie world, and for many of us the chance to
step away from a commercially-oriented gay life, with all its limitations, by defining the characteristics of our kind, which was so far solely identified by our
sexual preference rather than our spiritual calling and social functioning. And although in the Netherlands gay partnership had just become legal in 2001,
with -almost- the same rights, most of us kept reflecting on a dominant hetero world.
Maybe within this view it's appropriate to quote Harry Hay in his 100th birth year; " the rat race, consumerism, earth plundering has dangerously upset the
balance of things and has put aside the folk most attuned to what's actually happening, the shamans, the visionaries and the walkers-between-worlds, who
are proportionally, more often than not, also queer people." We were now given a choice, not so much to assimilate into a material and competitive society,
but to share our skills and talents as artists, as healers, as ritual makers, as intermediaries between the worlds to a more durable benefit and to the good of
society and our planet.
Those times of early exploring when there was no visible structure, no board members of a foundation and no paying members of what is now a French
foundation managing rural property, were possibly a better environment to explore faerie spirit than within a government-imposed module, in which we need
to deal with banks, contractors and local authorities. But I also see the positive side of all this, such as the continuity factor and the commitment that is
created to develop land and house together, through projects and community weeks. The engagement in these communal projects, where skills and
experience are shared, and where stronger connections develop, are forming the basis of a more solid foundation. Not to compare with the beginning years
during which nobody would take any responsibility and initiatives kept coming from the same limited number of pioneers.

We have grown as a movement, but especially as a community when we are together on the land, also during work weeks or community weeks as we like
to call them. Visualising and deepening our connections, rituals and heart circles have become part of these days. The evening of the first day of the
Lumber Jane's and Jack's gathering we opened the week in the middle of the soon-to-be-cut pine plantation. This dark patch of evergreens with hardly any
undergrowth, planted as an army of never moving soldiers in rigid formations, has grimly dominated part of the atmosphere on the land since we arrived
there in 2005. In procession we carried colourful tea lights and located them around one of the oak trees which was to be saved, symbolising the light which
was about to be brought in again and symbolising the tree spirits which were about to set free and flee. We expressed gratitude for the trees gifts to clean
the air, warmth from wood to come and its timber for building material.
While the week went on and the garden was prepared for winter and spring, another ash copse patch was created, doors and windows were repaired, a
new trail through the valley was cleared and tree saplings planted on the new forest hill, then collected and temporarily stored, the lumber company
progressed with the felling of pine wood with astonishing accuracy. Before our eyes the hillside was opened up, the dark wall was shoved aside like a
curtain while the land border contours and rolling mountain shape became clearly visible. More space and light directly around the house immediately
changed the atmosphere. We were expecting a ravage, but instead the hillside had become one with the land and the softening effect of leaf trees and
some older pines which were left, already provided coherent furnishing. Walking uphill and looking down a breathtaking landscape unfurled before the eyes
with several dimensions like the wings in a theatre. Through the trees I could see the butterfly on the sliding doors of the house; as an ever present symbolic
faerie reminder that we can change from an ugly worm or caterpillar into a shining, colorful and flying jewel. At the end of our stay the beautiful and sunny
October days made room for the arrival of a cold front with snow and fierce winds. Inside the house the last arrangements were made to prepare for a long
winter slumbering time. But new and exciting spring activities are already marked in our agendas!
May love warm your winter,
Junis

Our symbol stands for transformation.
The symbol was designed by Kulov, a talented
graphic designer who issued the EEF (EuroFaerie
Fact) newsletter on a regular basis.

A wide view
appeared while
walking uphill

The dark pine wall
makes place for a
lovely lush leaf tree
mix

Waitari in the
walnut tree

Lunch from a
red cabbage leaf

Reflections on the 2012 Summer Gathering

by Tara

This Gathering was even better than last years and that is saying something. I arrived, plonked my suitcase down, rubbed my hands
and thought "Right, I’ll have the same as last year. please"
For the first few days it didn't feel so good! It felt loose and unfocused but I went to my first Heart Circle and that healed any sense of
isolation and disappointment. The Heart Circle helped me to reconnect with everyone and to feel part of the Gathering. From then on I
allowed the true nature of this Gathering to have its effect.
It was much looser, less led, than last year but as I adjusted to this, I really appreciated the freedom and independence it offered. There
was a very strong feeling that everyone could be themselves and do exactly as they wanted. I seized on this. It was "manna from
heaven" and the complete antidote to the experiences I had when I was part of a Buddhist Cult. The comparison was quite stark
because the Gathering was a retreat-like situation, but the freedom and ‘lightness of being’ here contrasted vividly with the Buddhist
retreats (run by the F W B O) that I had attended for over 30 years. On them there was a feeling that there was a "right" way of doing
things and a "right" way of feeling and being.
There was a minor effort to try and regulate things, to give the Gathering a particular direction and a proscribed "spiritual significance." I
found this uncomfortable because it reminded me of the "controlling bias" I had experienced when I was a member of that Buddhist Cult.
Happily these efforts gained no traction. The volition of the "let things be school” and for individuals to ‘create their own significance and
spiritual value’ had built up quite a momentum and could not be stopped. It developed into a highly potent and transforming Gathering. I
felt freer and lighter than I have felt for a long time. Now that I'm back in London the feeling persists; I feel free to do as I want and totally
unbeholden to others. As someone who is recovering from 32 years immersion in the aforementioned Cult, this feels like a major step
forward. If I decide to ‘give’, it will be from my own sense of volition and with no sense of "I ought to."
Hagbard became a "soul mate" and we would share our experiences as we sat and smoked together in what we termed our "gin and
tonic" moments. Each evening we sat and puffed as the sun started to set in the West. One day he asked me to prepare a story for the
Sweat Lodge that he was co-leading. I trolled off to the lake one afternoon and made a story that covered all the major elements of the
Sweat Lodge he was planning. I came down from the mountain in time to deliver it to the participants as they took a breath of fresh air
by a roaring fire. It seemed to be appreciated and useful.

After the Gathering was over I ran a storytelling workshop. The weather turned damp and it felt appropriate to use an afternoon to run
the workshop that I'd been "threatening" to do all during the Gathering. I've been running these workshops for many years and always
enjoy doing them. The participants were remarkably open to trying things out. It was particularly lovely to be able to share this side of
myself with old friends such as Lappi, Fagas, Arbeautiful, Pikachu, Thumper etc.
I love sleeping in my tent, which over 17 nights became a true and trusted friend. I so appreciated what it did for me; keeping me warm,
dry, cosy and giving me space to be on my own. I also loved going for my solitary walks up the mountain. Once you reach the top, it
becomes beautifully flat and ideal for strolling, thinking and musing. There are fantastic views from the Monument and the two beautiful
lakes and the magic pond are a sheer delight. It was also great fun to team up with EW and prepare a song for the No-Talent night. We
decided to rewrite the "Gypsy Rover" which we turned into the "Faerie Rover” and by changing the genders we produced a romantic and
ribald love duet.
The last little delight was that I started to drum! At a drumming circle in London before I left for Folleterre, Thunderbird (a.k.a. Gary) had
said to me that I ought to try drumming as I showed a good sense of rhythm when dancing. I love dancing, but had never considered
that it might help me to drum. He said that drumming was like dancing and all I had to do was dance with the drum. So when I got to
Folleterre I gave it a go. You can imagine my delight when on the first night that I tried it, Hagbard (himself no mean drummer), turned to
me and said, "Hey man! You've got some mean riffs going on there." I was bowled over! I have now bought myself a pair of bongo
drums and look forward to sitting around a camp fire and drumming my heart- out whenever we have our Faerie Drumming Circles,
although I also want to carry on with the dancing.
In short, it was a great Gathering with wonderful implications for the future. I am so glad that I met the Faeries when I did about five
years back.
Lots of love,
Tara

Vision Circle for Folleterre 2013

7-10 December, 2012, Antwepen

about Vision

by your Vision-keeper, Fauny
We are again on the way to realise what 'gold' we have in our hands with our Folleterre Sanctuary. It's a
miracle and it’s there! It is all connected with our aims and dreams for the benefit of faeries now and in the
future. It takes time to develop the faerie community and patience to listen to our land.
There’s a dynamic interaction between dreams, reality, future awareness, possibilities of the land, and fortune
given by our Goddess.
The main engine to keep this process going is a strong feeling of connection by enough faeries and stewards
being connected by a common vision. ‘Togetherness’ came in my mind as the keyword for 2013.
So, a Vision is far more spiritual process than solving the problems of the day....
Away from fear, it's nurtured by solving our own problems with membership and stewardship, intensions and
responsibilities for the Sanctuary, sharing our dreams, speaking aloud about our feelings and ideas - realistic
or not.
Feeling connected with our common soul of queerness and being aware of the spirits of our Ancestors. It is up
to us to translate Their Call for Freedom to Exist into what we together might realise for our tribe at Folleterre
and for us all in a rapidly changing the world.
As mentioned at the Summer Gathering this year, we have already a 33-year history as Radical
Faeries. To illustrate I quote some lines from an interview with Don Kilhefner:

What was the original genesis of the Radical Faeries?
(out: Mark Thompson & Don Kilhefner On the 30th Anniversary of the First Radical Faerie Gathering, 2009)

It was more or less threefold. First, was a attempt to bring together gay men with second sight to talk about the direction of the Gay
Liberation movement, to open up the next stage of development for us as gay men. By that I mean to explore the meaning of being gay and
what do gay men contribute to society. We know from evolutionary biology that we would not be reappearing generation after generation,
millennium after millennium, until we were contributing to the survival of our species.
This questioning has been complicated by the identity than has been laid on us by our oppressors-homosexual-and we carry it around like a
ball and chain around our ankle. We have had the tail wagging the dog. And the Radical Faeries, in part, were created to ignite an exploration
and manifestation of a new gay man self-defined outside of the slave name "homosexual." Harry hay and I were encouraging gay men to
make a jail break.
Secondly, we saw from that new understanding of who were are and what we are contributing, we saw the Radical Faeries as being political
but not using the old paradigm of left and right and the old political descriptors. But the next stage of Gay Liberation would be gay-centered
in a way that would allow us to communicate to the dominant culture what it is we are doing in society. Walt Whitman, Edward
Carpenter, and Hay in the Purpose Statement of the Mattachine Society were dancing around the same question. We are yin to their yang.
E.O. Wilson, the dean of American evolutionary biology at Harvard, in his *On Human Nature* states: "There is a strong possibility that
homosexuality is a distinctive beneficent behavior that evolved as an import element of early human social organization. Homosexuals may
be the genetic carriers of some of mankind's most altruistic impulses." Joan Roughgarden, an evolutionary biologist at Stanford, has written
*Evolution's Rainbow: Gender and Sexuality in Nature and People* in which she suggest we are the carriers of "cooperation" wherever we
are found in nature.
Finally, the Radical Faerie gatherings represent the kind of larger, and healthier, gay community Faeries want to create and live in. A
community in which we can be visibly and openly "gay" in the widest sense of that word; we value the gifts of each person and weave those
gifts into the fabric of community life; we feed each other both spiritually and literally; we honor ancestors, require elders, depend on adults,
and invite youth; we assume our responsibilities not only to the gay community but to the larger community of beings; we are
environmentally conscious and work to protect and heal the planet; we perform the necessary rituals and ceremonies that keep a
community sane and healthy; we are culturally aware and creative; and we play and have fun.
Many Radical Faerie gatherings today have become social gatherings with little connection to the original roots and vision of the
Radical Faeries.

Having read all this…..
I ask you, member of the Folleterre Community, to contribute to the VISION CIRCLE by SENDING me your VISIONS, QUESTIONS,
POINTS to DISCUSS or to REMEMBER, THINGS to remind or forget and to burn forever, THOUGHTS to think about and DREAMS you’ve
had about Folleterre, the Sanctuary, the lakes and woods around, the Gatherings, the stewards, and all the Faeries and wider queer
community.
I’ll take all your ideas (I’ll print them out) to the Vision Circle in Antwerpen, where all the stewards are asked to be present.
If you are not a steward, but have vision and want to take part as well, there is a (limited, due to space) possibility to join. Ask me.
If you want to give your visions in confidence to me, I shall not mention your name and will be glad to hear your stories.
All (also stewards) who contribute by sending Visions to me, will be answered personally.
SEND TO: Fauny VISION-2013 - Faunfun@hotmail.com

-

SEND before 1st of December 2012

All stewards get a personal invitation with details about this Vision Circle Gathering in Antwerp, where Tricky (host) and me are organising.
I LOOK FORWARD to your contributions,
THE VISION-CIRCLE HAS STARTED!

The Magic Came Back

Summer Gathering Report, by eW

What a wonderful summer gathering! I was so looking forward to participating in the summer gathering but on the other side feared, that it
would be chaos with too many people and too much of this and that and not enough of that and this. And I tell you I was prepared for it.
Sweating like hell, I pushed tons of stuff up the hill to Princess Lane to my new tippi tent to be able to stay there by myself in my perfect little
faerie castle. It took me almost a day to get it done.
The first wonder of the gathering was, I did not need it at all – which also ment, I had to carry everything down hill again when the gathering
was over -. I hardly stayed in my tent but found myself most of the time together with the other faeries and about the house or somewhere else
on our sanctuary. I finally really met wonderful faeries, some of whom I´ve had seen at gatherings before, but did not connect with.
Some came to the regular morning meditation on meditation rock and somehow meditating together brought two of us closer together,
starting a real connection of the hearts.
Right from the start I felt so warmly embraced by another very sweet faerie and this carried me through the whole gathering and gave me
such a grounded feeling. It was free and easy, feeling connected without feeling in return being obligated.
And then another close connection with a faerie, who I did not have a more intensive contact with before, which I now regret very much. I
learned from him more about meditation methods and very soon we had much fun singing together and singing, we came very close to each
other. Another wonderful connection, I hope I can maintain. So much warmth!
And there were more of these moments with very special faeries, I could go on and on.
I took part in beautiful and very intense heart circles. Again I was amazed about the healing powers of these circles and how much they do,
to create the intense feeling of coming home, of being at home.
It was a wonderful gathering with lots of beautiful things happening all the time, miracles in the kitchen, shows and auction. It was hilarious. The
great circle at the beginning was very successful and came to a good end with a very committed group of stewards coming together,
younger and older faeries.
In all these years, beginning with the landsearch, then the purchase of Folleterre and the start of our sanctuary, I felt so much responsibility for
the wellbeing of our sanctuary, that this kept me away from the spirit of the sanctuary, from really being at a gathering. I just was not open to it
anymore. There was almost only a feeling of obligation, of necessities.
Finally at this gathering I could let go! What a wonderful feeling! The magic came back! Thank you all for making this happen!

Council Steward changes & 2013 Gathering Dates
Newly Elected Administrative Counsel
President - Junis
Secretary – Coconuts
Treasurer - Tricky

Newly Elected Stewards
Lanaï | Shokti | Junis | Thomas | Yareth
White Rose | Fauny | Nico | Tricky
Coconuts | Alexis | Firefly | Lovebug

2013 Folleterre Gathering Dates
Community Week (land & water):
April 14 – April 24
Beltane: April 26 – May 3
Gender Gathering:
To Be Confirmed
Music Gathering:
To Be Confirmed
Quiet Gathering:
To Be Confirmed
SexMagic Workshop: July 20 – July 27
Community Week:
July 29 – August 2
Great Circle:
August 3 & August 4
Summer Gathering: August 5 – August 14
Lumbers Gathering: October 20 – October 27

Other Gatherings for 2013
Featherstone: January 25 - February 4
Glastonbury Gathering: June 21 – June 23
Austrian Gathering: August 17 – August 27

*please note that these dates are not all definite
and may be amended slightly*

Les Amis de Folleterre, Management Accounts
Fixed assets
House
Lawn Mower

€ 159.000 (€59.000 outstanding mortgage)
€ 500

Liquid assets
Saving account
Current account
Paypal
UK Coop account

€
€
€
€

Income
Members
Gatherings
Donations

Questions & Answers & Remarks

21.000
1.860
862
1.250

€ 3.000
€ 5.000
€ 2.000 Eurofaeries
€ 3.843 Ji
€ 6.000 Gezel
------------€ 19.843

Expenditures
Mortgage
€ 9.540
Telecom
€ 480
House Insurance € 608
Association (FFBA) € 90
Taxes
€ 330
-------------± € 11.500 year

* The Steward Circle is re-assessing the need for an
external tax accountant, who would be the first
responsible towards authority.
* Please note that our running income is € 3.500 less
than our running expenditures. So without the onetime donations, we would have made a loss.
* Please also note that most of the money on our
savings account is earmarked money for projects
(see below).
Earmarked money + budget 2012-2013
Minimum cash reserved
Kitchen stove
French Quarter floor
Water project
Showers
Disabled access
Septic tank (2014)
Current inverter

€ 3.000
€ 1.130
€ 2.000
€ 6.000
€ 500
€ 2.000
€ 6.000
€ 1.000
-------------± € 21.630

FOLLETERRE NEEDS €
The Facts
It costs €900 each month to pay the mortgage and the utilities, before we can
develop the property.
We need everyone who has an interest in Folleterre’s future to give something –
whether you can afford €5 per month, or €100, your donation is very important!

What Can I Do?
Cash donations and regular monthly membership subscriptions are a great way to
keep the sanctuary going. Please consider giving €5 a month, or €60 a year. Every
contribution makes a difference.

Anything Else?
If you are transferring money please
remember to mention what it is for: cash
gifts, membership donation (whether it is
monthly/quarterly/yearly).
Folleterre has a NOTAFLOT (No One
Turned Away For Lack of Funds) policy
for members, but please give what you
can 
For more information, contact your
Secretary, Coconuts on:
secretary@folleterre.org

How Do I Pay?
There are two ways to pay:

1. Set up a regular donation from you bank account
Transfers within FRANCE:
Banque:
Guichet:
N° compte:
Clé:

10278
07861
00020076201
60

Transfers within EUROZONE:
IBAN: FR76 1027 8078 6100 0200 7620 160
BIC (SWIFT):
CMCIFR2A
Bank Information
Credit Mutuel, CCM Semouse et Combeaute, 4 rue Henri Lebrun, 70800 St
Loup sur Semouse
Recipient Information
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots, 70270 Ternuay, France

Transfers within UNITED KINGDOM:
Bank:
Account Name:
Sort Code:
Account Number:

The Co-operative Bank
Faerie UK
08-92-99
65488214

2. Via PayPal
Simply go to www.folleterre.org, click on ‘GIVE’ and follow the links to PayPal.
You can set up a monthly payment to be deducted from your debit/credit
card or bank account.

